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adies and 
Gentlemen, 
you will be 
glad to know 
that our annual 
auction was a 

HUGE success! I first want to 
thank everyone for coming and 
supporting the club, both with 
your many donations and the 
good-hearted bidding on the 
many bonsai and pre-bonsai 
that was offered. It would be 
impossible to thank everyone 
who helped make it a success, 
but I want to be sure and 
recognize at least a few people. 
 Thanks first and foremost 
to Kathy Barbazon, who 
works tirelessly every year 
in organizing and publicizing 
the event and worked the bid-
recording table. Clem Barbazon 
and Liz Butler managed the front 
table. Cheryl and HJ Mechler for 
organizing the snacks and drinks 
and Cheryl worked the bid-
recording table along with Peggy 
Howard, while HJ helped schlep 
trees to the back after being 
auctioned off. Jim Osborne, 
Dennis Burke and Bill Butler 
also helped manage the trees 
to be auctioned off, along with 
Robert Reed. 
 A special thanks goes out to 
Felix Famularo who worked as 
our auctioneer. Gerald Nolan for 

helping to set up 
and take down 
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L Tuesday, September 10, 2019
Intermediate Study Group  - Topic: How to select the best pot for your bonsai (Bring 
any trees about which you would like to ask a question -especially tree/pot questions) 
6:00pm-7:15pm
Program: Joe Day Presentation 7:30pm
Joe Day, a well known and well respected bonsai artist based in Alabama, will do a 
presentation on maintaining and managing your bonsai collection. Those club members that 
have known Joe for many years will tell you that he is a wealth of information on all things 
bonsai. As your collection grows, it can become difficult to keep up. Joe is sure to have 
many valuable tips and organizational ideas.

Tuesday, October 8, 2019
Intermediate Study Group 6:00pm-7:15pm
Program: “Three Ring Circus” Styling 7:30pm
Three members of the club (Robert Reed, Kirk Vaughn and Kathy Barbazon) will 
simultaneously demo three different trees. Bonus: The three styled trees will be raffled off 
at the end of the night! The trees were acquired from a hobbyist retiring from bonsai. All 
three trees are large and well developed (not starter material).

Tuesday, November 12, 2019
Intermediate Study Group 6:00pm-7:15pm
Program: Guy Guidry Lecture/Demo 
7:30pm
Nationally renowned bonsai expert 
Guy Guidry (and longtime 
GNOBS member) will be 
visiting us to do a 
lecture demo. (More 
details to follow)



he previous article dealt with creating a flat-
top bald cypress bonsai from 5 gallon nursery 
stock. However, if you want a cypress with a 
buttressed and fluted base, your best bet is go 
into the swamp and collect one. What you will 
most often collect is referred to as a stump-cut 

specimen. You are starting with only the stump; no branches 
and no apex. From such a stump, you will develop a new apex 
and all branching.

The best time to collect is in winter when trees are dormant

Planning and Preparing for Your 
Trip
Before you go trudging into the swamp, there are several 
things you need to know and a few essential pieces of 
equipment to take along. First and foremost, you need to make 
sure that where you are collecting is not protected wetlands 
or posted property. Always get permission from land owners 
before you go collecting.
 Second, plan ahead. Set up a couple of prospective dates 
in mid to late January, before trees begin to leaf out. The 
cypress in south Louisiana are usually starting to leaf out 
by the beginning to middle of February. The cold weather 
also helps to ensure that you will not have problems with 
the native inhabitants – you know, things like mosquitoes, 

rattlesnakes, water moccasins, copperheads, coral snakes and 
alligators.

 “Say hello to my little friend!” He refused to smile for the 
camera.

 You will want to have good weather and temperatures 
that are not too cold and not too warm. If it is cold and windy, 
your hands will feel the pain after working in and out of 
the cold water. If it is late in the season and an especially 
warm day, you may find that the snakes have come out to 
sun themselves. Felix Famularo and I went out one year in 
February. The cypress were already leafing out. It was a warm 
day and I never saw so many snakes at one time in all my 
life. They were everywhere you looked and often hard to see. 
It was very disconcerting and we did what any red-blooded 
American male would do – we got the hell out of there! 
Somewhere between 55 and 65 degrees is a good day to go.
 Third, don’t go alone. We have had more than one club 
member go into the swamp by themselves to collect trees 
and get lost. Also, for your information, there is often no cell 
service out there. So if, for some reason, you need help, you 
will need someone with you. But the possibility of getting 
lost isn’t the only reason to have a partner (or two). I went 
out recently by myself on a scouting trip with no intention of 
collecting. I was simply going to check out a couple of new 
areas as possible collecting sites. I was walking in about 10 
inches of water and sinking down about 10 more in the mud 
as I walked. With one step, I slid into a large hole, hidden 
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by the dark water. I sank in mud up to my knees and the 
water was at my waist. I was only about 30 feet from where I 
entered the swamp. It took me about 20 minutes to get out of 
that hole. Not smart!

Once you enter, stay mindful of your path…. It is easy to get 
turned around and lose your sense of direction.

 Fourth, you will want to have the right kind of gear. When 
I was young and stupid and first started collecting cypress in 
the swamp, I just wore blue jeans and old sneakers, but I was 
soaking wet, cold and miserable by the time we left. Then I 
got shrimp boots. They just filled up with water and got stuck 
in the mud with the same end result. Next, I graduated to hip 
boots. That turned out to be problematic too. I don’t care how 
careful you are, at some time or another, you are going to lose 
your balance and fall in the water. Ever get hip boots full of 
water and mud and try to get up and walk again. It doesn’t 
work too well. Then you have to just sit down in the water 
again to take the boots off in order to empty them! I now use 
chest waders. I have yet to get water in them – even when I 
fall. So far, I always seem to fall forward. I guess when the 
day comes that I fall backward, I’ll be in just as much trouble 
because I won’t be able to move with them full of water and 
mud.
 Next, you’ll need a backpack for carrying tools and other 
implements of destruction. I have an oversized pack frame 
that I use when I am out to collect a large specimen – the type 
that hunters use for carrying out game on hunting trips. That 
way I can carry the tools I need and also strap the tree to the 
frame to carry it out. You often need both hands to keep your 
balance and to hang onto nearby trees and limbs as you walk. 
But normally, I just carry a knapsack with what I need and 
carry my prize out by hand. I have seen people use mortar 
tubs with foam blocks or noodles attached to the sides to help 
keep the mortar tub afloat when a heavy cypress stump is in it. 
Then they attach a pull-rope to the front so they can drag their 
prize out of the swamp instead of carrying it. But just about 
anything you use is going to have issues. I guarantee you that 
the path out from where you dug your prize will never be 
smooth going. Between cypress knees, fallen trees and limbs, 

submerged obstacles and the occasional deep water, the going 
can be tiring, to say the least.
 So, let’s talk about what to put in your pack. You are 
going to need a saw, but not just any saw – you are going to 
need a GOOD ONE! You will get various recommendations 
from a lot of people. Everybody has their preferred tools 
of choice. There are some who take a battery-operated 
reciprocating saw with a long blade for cutting through the 
roots. However, the water where I collect is usually about 6-8 
inches deep in the winter and you’ll have to go at least that 
deep again through the mud to cut through the roots ( that’s 
about 16+ inches). I place too high a value on my power tools 
to go sinking them in the swamp. What I recommend is a 
wide-bladed saw, with a blade length of about 15’ and teeth 
that cut both on the push and pull stroke.

 
 

 This one is exactly as I just described and can be 
purchased at one of the local ‘big box’ home improvement 
stores for $8.45.
 Before I forget to mention it, one item you should not be 
without is several bottles of drinking water. You do get thirsty 
out there and swamp water is not the best thing to consume to 
hydrate.
 Next, I have been known to take a pair of loppers and a 
sharp pair of spring-operated pruning shears for getting to 
those hard-to-reach roots. But truth be known, the saw is your 
main cutting tool.
 The next most indispensable tools are a come-along, 
about 20 feet of chain, one to two nylon straps with D-rings, 
a set of threaded ‘quick links’, a ‘contractor’ grade trash bag 
and some twine.

The following is the seventh in a series of articles on bald 
cypress as bonsai

by Randy Bennett

Winch Puller or ‘Come-Along’ - $30

chain - $1 per linear foot



Now you are probably asking yourself, “Why on earth would 
I need all that?” Well, keep reading and you’ll find out.
 When you are looking for a collectable piece of material, 
you obviously want a specimen with a well-proportioned 
fluted base. Those are easy to find. What is harder to find is 
one that has good immediate taper. The typical cypress will 
have a trunk like a telephone pole right above the fluted base 
and what you want to look for is a trunk that continues to 
taper above the flutes.
 A couple of other suggestions: first, when you are going 
through the swamp, stay as close to the trees and roots 
as possible to avoid sinking. Second, avoid open water 
altogether. If you get away from the trees and get stuck, 
there’s nothing to grab onto for leverage to get yourself out. 
If that happens, the only thing you can do is go swimming 
and that’s no fun in the dead of winter– even on a 55 degree 
day. Third, look at the trees in the photo below. The small 
one in the middle may look like a potential keeper, but you 
will find it almost impossible to collect. It is too close to 
the root systems of other trees. You will not be able to get a 
good angle with your saw and you’ll spend most of your time 
cutting through the roots of the trees next to it. So select a 
specimen that is growing away from its’ sisters and brothers 
and remember, the flare of the base continues below the water 
line and is always bigger than what you can see.

The smaller cypress in the center may look like a good 
choice, but it will be extremely difficult to collect due to the 
intertwining roots of the other cypress nearby.

 Once you find what looks like a good candidate, use 
your hands to feel around the base of the tree below the 
water line to see how far out the flutes extend before they 
are buried beneath the mud. Once you’ve identified the basal 
circumference, come out about 6 more inches and begin 
sawing through the roots at about a 45 degree angle to attempt 
to cut underneath the base of the tree.
 Once you feel like you have cut around the entire 
perimeter of the base, it’s time to bring out the other 
equipment mentioned above. Look for a stout tree nearby to 
which you can attach the length of chain and the Winch Puller 
or Come-Along.
 Now I’ve been collecting bald cypress for about 40 years 
and I’ve heard several people claim to have been the first to 
come up with the idea of using a Come-Along as an aid to 
extracting bald cypress from the swamp. But as far as I know, 
Bill Schwertz was the first to come up with the idea and use 
it. In fact, when he first told me about it, I thought, “That’s 
crazy!”, but when I saw the size of the trees he was pulling out 
with much greater ease, I became a believer and started using 
one myself.
 I asked him what gave him the idea of using a Come-
Along and he just looked at me and said, “I just don’t like to 
work hard.” I felt like a moron for not coming up with the 
idea myself and more like a fool for working my guts out for 
years when I could have been collecting trees in less than half 
the time and with much less effort! Now everyone I know 
uses a Come-Along to help extricate cypress stumps from the 
swamp.
 You are going to use the Come-Along to begin pulling the 
tree to one side. This will allow you to get further under the 
base of the tree and cut through more roots. You will get very 
little movement of the trunk at first, but as you keep working 
and changing the direction of the pull, the device will give 
you greater and greater reach under the base to saw through 
roots. Now there are those who will think, “A Winch Puller 
(or Come-Along) will do the job without the need for carrying 
a length of chain. After all, a Come-Along has about 10-12 
feet of cable. Well, I went to a lot of work one year trying to 
collect a cypress stump, only to find out that my cable was not 
long enough to reach the nearest tree. So now, I always bring 
plenty of chain and threaded quick- links.
 Wrap the end of the chain around the trunk of a nearby 
stout tree near the base. Then secure the wrap with a quick-
link by joining the end of the chain to one of the other links. 
Now you can have the Come-Along closer to the tree you are 
trying to collect.
 Wrap the strap with the D-rings around the trunk of the 
tree you are collecting. Place the D-ring strap head high or 
higher to get maximum leverage during the pull. Connect one 
of the hooks on the Come-along to the D-rings and pull out 
about 6 feet or more of the Come-Along cable and hook that 
end to the chain. Depending on the size of the links in the 
chain, you may have to make another loop with a quick-link in 
order to get the chain secured with the hook.
 Now you are ready to start pulling the tree. It will not go 
very far initially. But it will give you additional room to be 

able to get your hand saw further under the base of the tree to 
cut additional root structures. You will probably have to move 
the chain several times to several different trees. This allows 
you to pull the trunk of the tree over in different directions by 
creating multiple anchor points from which to pull with the 
Come-Along. Each time you do this, you will be able to cut 
through more and more of the root structures and eventually 
free the tree.

 

One of Bill Butlers’ Collected Cypress Immediately After 
Getting It Free

 Once you have cut through all the roots, it is time to 
cut the trunk to the desired height, but always do so higher 
than what you think you will need. You can always cut it 
lower when you get back home. Bag up the root ball with a 
‘contractor’ trash bag and tie it all up with twine. This will 
help prevent the roots from drying out before you get home.
 Once you get home, it’s time to reduce the root ball by 
cutting it flat. I use an electric chainsaw for this purpose. 
This will facilitate getting the cypress into a grow-box or 
other suitable container. After reducing the rootball with the 
chainsaw, it is good bonsai practice to take a root cutter or 
other sharp pruning tool and make clean cuts on the ends of 
the roots cut by the chainsaw. The chainsaw will tear the ends 
of the roots and bark and without making clean cuts on them, 
there will be dieback on the damaged roots. Cutting away 

damaged tissue will 
promote faster healing 
and a healthier tree.
 
After Further Root 
Reduction

    You are able to 
make such a severe 
cut to the root ball for 
several reason: first, 
because the trees are 
constantly in water, 
fibrous roots are 
growing everywhere 

from the trunk and so you 
do not have to have a huge 
root-ball to obtain sufficient 
roots for the tree to recover. 
Second, the trunk, as well as 
the roots store food necessary 
for spring growth and there 
is a sufficient quantity to 
stimulate dormant buds over 
the entire trunk.
 Pot your newly collected 
stump in a grow-box, mortar 
tub or, if you prefer, straight 
into a bonsai container. 
Potting medium is obviously 
your choice and as stated in 
the previous article, I use 
Miracle-Grow Potting Mix 
(only on my bald cypress), 
for the reasons previously 
stated.

A First Year Collected 
Cypress in Early Spring 
Potted in a Mortar Tub

 The next step is to 
begin carving a convex 
cut on the back side of 
the tree where the trunk 
was cut. That will be 
covered in detail in the 
next installment in this 
series of articles on “Bald 
Cypress as Bonsai”. You 
will have a couple of 
years to decide which 

of the five styles your cypress stump will take: immature 
gradually tapered, immature blunt and fluted, mature static 
and stately, mature, mature graceful and fluid or mature blunt 
and fluted. However, your decision may be limited depending 
on the size of the stump you collected. A mature static and 
stately or graceful and fluid flat-top would be out of the 
question with a base that is overly large since a 1:10 girth to 
height ratio would be too tall for a bonsai.

Bill Butler 
Working on 
His ‘Praying 
Madonna” 
Cypress (so 
named for 
the knee)

Strap with D-rings - $6

Threaded ‘quick-links - $3



the event. Dawn and Donald Koetting for managing the back table 
and accepting the payments for auctioned trees. Thanks to the 
nurseries who donated trees and tools and gift certificates.
 Thanks to all of you who donated food items, trees, pots, 
tools, books, etc. And most of all… thanks to all of you who spent 
your hard-earned money on all the donated items that will enable 
the GNOBS to offer some outstanding programs in the future!

September Program
Fasten your seat belts, place your trays in the upright and locked 
position and get ready for an evening with JOE DAY! Joe will 
be the guest bonsai artist for our September program. He will 
be giving a presentation on “Maintaining and Managing Your 
Bonsai Collection”. It is a simple matter to obtain a bonsai, 
or indeed, several bonsai. But knowing what to do next week 
and next month and next year and over the next five years is 
sometimes very elusive. Joe will help bring it all into focus. 
Joes’ straightforward approach and common sense techniques to 
maintaining your trees is not something you will want to miss. 
 Joe Day is an extremely accomplished bonsai artist from 
Mobile Alabama. He has been practicing bonsai for over 40 years. 
His collection of trees is outstanding and I have had the privilege 
of hearing a number of his presentations over the years. You will 
not be disappointed and your time will be extremely well spent at 
the September meeting.  

Tips for September
1. While northern states begin to cool down during the month 
of September, it remains incredibly hot in the south, particularly 
in New Orleans. We do not usually see our first real cool snap 
until the end of October. However, we usually see the daily highs 
beginning to lessen a bit during September and for all practical 
purposes, you can start to fertilize trees again by the middle of the 
month, in order to get that last flush of growth and strengthen root 
systems for the dormant season. That means using a fertilizer with 
less nitrogen and more phosphorous, or fertilizers with a large 
middle number.
2. In late September and into October, you will begin to notice 
that the twigs and branches of most species will begin to swell, so 
keep checking your wire to make sure it is not cutting in. Simply 
because you do not see a lot of foliar growth at this time, does not 
mean that the diameter of branches will remain the same. 
3. Stay on top of your watering. It is still very hot and your 
soil dries out quickly, particularly if it is fast-draining or the pot 
is root-bound. That is the problem with relying on automatic 
watering systems for everyday care; some species grow faster 
than others and thus become root-bound more quickly, some 
species tolerate our heat less than other species and roots of a tree 
under stress will react differently and take in less water than one 
that is not. So, it is important to rely on your own eyes and feeling 
the moisture content in the soil with your fingers and not rely on 
an automatic watering system for daily watering. 
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President: 
Randy Bennett
504-402-3646 (cell)
504-888-7994 (home)
ourproperty4u@gmail.com

Vice-President:
Dennis Burke
504-224-0038 (cell)
dpbbonsai@yahoo.com

Treasurer: 
Dawn Koetting
985-859-3400 (cell)
dkoetting@msn.com

Recording Secretary 
Peggy Howard
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peggylh@cox.net
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Kathy Barbazon
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504-737-6747 (home)
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Jim Osborne
504-458-6956 (cell)
wevoodoo@cox.net

Hall Manager
Cheryl Mechler
504-452-1222
mechler465@att.net

Past President: 
Peggy Howard

GNOBS has acquired a club discount with American 
Bonsai Tool & Supply Co. (AmericanBonsai.com). All 
club members can receive a 10% discount by using the 
discount code GNOBS10 on the checkout page. There is 
no minimum purchase required to receive the discount 
and shipping is FREE on orders over $99.
 American Bonsai is known for their high quality 
stainless steel tools. They also sell pots, supplies, soil, 
wire etc.

SPECIES Spotlight

Family:Verbenaceae
Parrot’s Beak, Hedgehog, Wild Sage

Origin: Indigenous to India and 
to Southeast Asia (including the 
Philipines)

General info:
Gmelina, pronounced with a silent 
G, is a sprawling thorny shrub 
growing up to 10 to 15 feet. Leaves 
vary from a oval to ivy or ‘duckfoot’ 
shape. It produces yellow flowers 
from a long, up to 10 inch, tube 
shaped structure comprised of 
overlapping bracts. It is said to 
resemble a parrot’s beak. The flower 
pod has one seed in the end. It also produces a 2cm smooth, 
pear-shaped fruit. Cold tolerant to lower 30’s, it can become 

Gmelina Philippensis

deciduous in colder 
weather.

As Bonsai:
Gmelina is proving 
to be one of the 
more popular species 
for tropical bonsai. 
Its fast growth and 
development make 
it easy to progress 
your design in a 
short time. Branches 
wire easily and are 
very flexible when 
they emerge. Leaves 

reduce very well from a natural size of up to 4 inches to less 
than ½ an inch as bonsai. This is a favorite species for shohin 
enthusiasts. It rarely blooms as a bonsai as the flower usually 
emerges at the end of leggy growth. The small glossy leaves 
however are reason enough to grow this species. It will form 
a dense crown with repeated pruning. The bark will become 
rough and fissured with age. 

Repotting:
Best in summer (nighttime lows above 70 degrees). Can 
tolerate a heavy root pruning if balanced with foliage pruning 
or defoliation. Place in a shady location until new leaves 
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emerge. Repot every 1 to 2 years. It grows best in a well 
draining soil mix.

Pests:
Very rarely – but if seen, Gmelina is tolerant of pesticide 
sprays.

Fertilizer:
Heavy feeder, we use a high nitrogen 6 month slow release, 
but will appreciate any organics or supplements you provide.

Other uses:
Fruit extract 
is medicinal 
and is used to 
treat athlete’s 
foot and 
various other 
complications; 
Pounded with 
lime it can 
be applied as 
a poultice to 
the throat for 
coughs.


